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Scorad Medical distributes Texray
radiation protection devices in the
Netherlands
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GU Ventures share news and information about the business, its companies, and
alumni companies.
..............................................................
Announcement | Texray AB Gothenburg, Sweden from October 18th, 2021

Scorad Medical BV and Texray AB signed a distribution agreement effective
for the Netherlands and for Texray Radiation protection devices: HeadPeace
and MindPeace.
"We are very happy to have Scorad and their established team to join us at
Texray in our global commercialization. At Texray our users are very
important to us, and we hope that all of them have got that feeling from
when being in contact. I feel very comfortable with team Scorad and that
they will be able to forward this very important company culture, we want to
maintain", says Petra Apell, one of the founders and the CEO of Texray
About Scorad

Scorad Medical BV was founded in 2018 as an independent distributor for
products in the radiology department. With a focus on X-ray quality assurance
equipment, X-ray protection equipment and products for an interventional
radiology room, Scorad has rapidly grown to become a well-established sales
agent for state-of-the-art innovation medical devices. Scovas a sister
company, specializes in the four different fields of peripheral, aortic,
neurology and radiology which offers medical devices within this arena.
"We are very proud to announce our newest collaboration with Texray. At
Scorad Medical, we are always looking for new innovative radiation
protective products to maintain healthcare of our professionals. Texray is an
innovative and professional company with a massive mission to create a
healthier work environment for our global health professionals. We are very
excited to introduce comfortable, protective, and innovative products of
Texray in the Netherlands. We are looking forward to our future", says Rik
Pierlo, Teamleader Radiology of Scorad Medical.

About Texray

Texray, based in Gothenburg, Sweden, has developed the world's first
radiation protection textile to address the need for comfortable and safe
personal protection equipment (PPE). It is currently used in products designed
for healthcare professionals exposed to X-ray radiation in surgical
interventions. The Texray material may also provide value for professionals in
various industry sectors, including first response and aeronautics.

For more information please contact:

Petra Apell, CEO of Texray
Rik Pierlo, Teamleader Radiology of Scorad Medical.

About GU Ventures AB
GU Ventures builds businesses out of groundbreaking ideas that help shape a
better tomorrow and is top-ranked by UBI Global Index as one of the world's 20
leading university-run incubators. We finance and develop new innovative
business ideas with connections to the University of Gothenburg, which is one of
northern Europe's largest universities. Our mission is commercialize the
innovations, which leads to the utilization of research and skills, renewal of the
business community, job creation and sustainable growth. Our passionate team of
company builders, financial experts, IP and legal talent are dedicated supporters
of our companies and ensure their successes. Since our starting point in 1995, GU
Ventures has developed over 200 new business ideas of which 130 are in
business today and of which 14 are listed. Our portfolio consists of 70 holdings
and some projects. In the latest survey, 87% of companies match the global
sustainability goals set by the UN. GU Ventures is wholly owned by the Swedish
state and managed by the University of Gothenburg. Feel free to read more at:
www.guventures.com.
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